MEET Marty
Marty Dickinson works with individuals who want to scale
their businesses faster by discovering their true expert
method and sharing it with the world so that red hot
opportunities call them!

Marty Dickinson

Marty has built three businesses of his own using a
combination of speaking, writing and internet marketing.
He has assisted more than 300 business owners,
speakers and authors, many of whom have catapulted to
six- and seven-figure revenues as a result. His 6-step
A.C.T.I.O.N. method provides a core sequence that can be
applied to any business for sound planning and
implementation.

PAST events

MartyD@HNYProjects.com
303-913-4813
www.HereNextYear.com

Speech title
Action is Not Enough: The New Way to Build Any Business
in a Post-Pandemic World

REVIEWS from audience
“Dynamic, knowledgeable, expert, animated, friendly,
accessible. LOVE the dog!”
~Steve Hyde, HydeOnHealthCare.com
“Speaker has great examples, enthusiasm, audience
engagement. I liked the dog sign, the books, and
introducing Hazel in the audience.” ~Amy McGrath
“This speaker will inspire you to take action on your
dreams. Most importantly, Marty is sincere in his
encouragements because he really believes in your
ability to succeed in whatever you set your mind to do.”
~Russell McCall
“If you are looking for a speaker to open up your event,
Marty Dickinson will be your guy to get your audience
revved up.” ~Cindy Saylor

PROGRAM BENEFITS:
Accelerate your company’s growth even if you have been
stuck for years.
• Start your new business with clarity and direction.
• Forecast growth so you can hire to handle the volume.
• Balance business growth with your life goals.
• Boost sales almost immediately even if you sold nothing
last month.
• Follow a 6-step marketing method that works for any
business every time.
AVAILABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual Live Events and Summits.
In-Person Live Conferences and
Retreats.
Specialty Workshops and Panels.
Podcast Interviews and Facebook
Group Lives.
Clubhouse Guesting and Moderating.

“Just taking action is not enough anymore. You need to
have absolute focus on the right steps and implement
them in the right sequence at the perfect time.”
~Marty Dickinson
@MartyDickinsonAuthor

@herenextyear

www.linkedin.com/in
/martydickinson/

www.youtube.com/
user/herenextyear

10 Questions YOU MIGHT ASK MARTY ON A PODCAST ORRADIO PROGRAM
1. What is the key to work and life balance for busy business owners?

2. How can overcoming your fear make you rich?
3. What is the truth behind why most businesses fail?
4. What are people willing to spend money on today?
5. How do you determine your true expertise?
6. How can you discover your first or next book topic in under 15 seconds?
7. What is almost everyone missing in their internet marketing?
8. What is the best new way to get leads for your business?
9. Why are the best speakers changing the way they present to audiences?

10. What is the true secret to keeping customers and clients for years?

Testimonials from readers of the book
“As a successful 20-year business owner, I found this book to be helpful for those starting a business as
there were times when I'd ask myself, ‘What do I do now?’” ~Barbara Peck
“Not only a bridge to success, but the blueprints for building a CUSTOMIZED bridge unique to each and
every one of us.” ~Steve Doherty
“If you feel unfocused or at a loss for the next step you want to take, in life in general or in your business,
then this is the book for you.” ~Christine Krueger

MartyD@HNYProjects.com

303-913-4813

www.HereNextYear.com

